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more thickly settled parts of the United States,   On the oceans this low
rate falls still lower—less than a fifth of a cent per mile for a ton.
 (2)	The Free Highway.   Transportation costs far less by sea than on
land for several reasons.   First, since the ocean is a ready-made highway
free to all, ocean transportation is not burdened with three classes of
expenses that are borne by railroads, buses, and trucks: (a) Construction.
Tracks must be built for trains and hard roads for motor vehicles.   These
may cost only $20,000 per mile in a smooth plain where wood for tires
and stone for ballast and road material are abundant.   Generally, how-
ever, the cost is nearer $100,000 or 5200,000 per mile for a railroad track,
including roadbed, stations, sidings, bridges, and so forth.   A good four-
lane cement road costs nearly as much.   Among mountains the cost is
much greater.   The interest required annually on this expenditure is an
important item in the cost of land transportation,    (b) Maintenance.
Large sums are paid by railroads to maintain the roadbed in good condi-
tion.   Since the tracks wear out, they must constantly be watched by track
walkers and repaired by section men.   Motor roads, too, need constant
supervision,   (c) Taxes are another item.   Even in good years the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad pays taxes amounting to about
a quarter of its net operating revenue.   Trucks and buses do not pay
such heavy taxes as railroads, but other taxpayers have to stand the cost
of the roads.
 (3)	Small Amount of Power Needed on Waterways.   Another im-
portant advantage of transportation by sea is that less power, and hence
less coal and oil, are needed by steamers than by trains to do the same
work.   A person of ordinary strength can push a 40-ton .boat away from
a wharf, provided wind and tide do not interfere, but he could not start
a freight car weighing 40 tons without the aid of some mechanical appli-
ance like a lever.   Again, the ocean is absolutely level, while no railroad
can be free from grades for more than a limited distance.   The grades are
expensive because the loads must be lifted.   Of course they are not lifted
straight up, but the total amount of work is the same as if they were.
In proportion to the work that they do, trucks and buses use much more
power than trains.   Airplanes, of course, use vastly more.
(4)	Small Number of Men Needed on Ships.   Another advantage of
water transportation is that a given load requires fewer men on a steam-
ship than on a train.   A good-sized freight steamer registered at 12,000
tons can actually carry more than 25,000.   Such a ship travels steadily
at the rate o£ perhaps 15 miles an hour, which is quite as fast as a freight
train when allowance is made for the time spent in waiting on sidings or
in the yards where new trains are made up.   If used only for freight, it
needs a crew of about 100 men.   To carry 25,000 tons of freight on a rail-

